the spectrum of Comet I., 1864 *. The positions of the three bands seen by him appear to agree with those which the bright bands of this comet occupy.
This comet differs remarkably from the two small comets which I ex amined in the much smaller relative proportion of the light which forms a continuous spectrum. In Brorsen's comet, as it now appears, the bright middle part of the nebulosity seems to have a constitution analogous at [east to that of the nucleus, and to be self-luminous; in the other comets the coma, which surrounded a distinctly marked nucleus, gave a continuous spectrum. The three comets resemble each other in the circumstance that the light of the bright central part was emitted by the cometary matter, while the surrounding nebulosity reflected solar light.
The telescopic observations of the heads of Donati's comet and of other large comets have shown that the luminous material is not at once driven off into the outer portions of the coma and the tail, but usually forms in front of the nucleus a dense luminous cloud, which for a time seems to be identical in the character of its light with that of the nucleus. It is, I believe, the outer portions only of the coma, which are frequently sepa rated by dark spaces from the nucleus, and the tail, which the polariscope has shown to shine by reflected light.
The positions of the bands in this comet would seem to indicate a che mical constitution different from that of the nebulae, which give a spectrum of bright lines. It will be seen in the diagram that, though the brightest of the bands in the spectrum of the comet differs but little in position from the brightest line of the nebulae, the other bands are found in parts of the spectrum widely removed from those in which the other lines of the nebulae occur. The suggestion presents itself whether the broad, nebu lous bands may not indicate conditions of temperature and molecular state different from those which occur in the gaseous nebulae. Pliicker has shown that nitrogen and some other substances give totally different spectra, under different conditions of temperature and tension. The spectrum of this comet, however, does not resemble the other spectrum of nitrogen, which Pliicker distinguishes as the spectrum of the first order•f.
IX. " Memoir on 'Undevelopable Uniquadric Homographics/ " By M a r t i n G a r d i n e r , C.E. Communicated by the Rev. R. T o w n s e n d , F.R .S. Received April 13, 1868. (Abstract.) In this paper the author's method of investigation is purely geometrical throughout, its arrangement of details is systematic and natural, and it is divided into eight chapters, the first seven of which are preparatory to the consideration of the interesting problem discussed at length in the eighth, 390 M r. M. Gardiner Undevelopable [May 14; the direct, general, and complete solution of which is claimed to be given in it for the first time. Chapter I., after some preliminary general properties, resulting imme diately from the known properties of homographic systems of points on plane conics, treats more particularly of the simplest case of such sys tems on undevelopable quadrics, viz. of the case of systems in perspective the several pairs of whose corresponding constituents possess manifestlj the property of interchangeability; shows that systems having three doublt points not in the same tangent plane to the quadric on which they lie are necessarily of that class, except only when they have a fourth double poin not in the plane of the other three, in which case they altogether coincide and gives simple instances in which the problem, whose solution is th( principal object of the memoir, is manifestly either " wholly or partialh porismatic," as he terms it.
Chapter II. treats of systems whose several pairs of corresponding points are interchangeable but which are not in perspective ; shows tha their several chords of connexion intersect the same two reciprocal line: with respect to the quadric on which they lie ; shows the relation betweei either system and the perspective of the other to any point on either o those lines, also the relation between either of two systems in perspectiv and the perspective of either to any point conjugate to their centre of per spective with respect to the surface ; and shows how to construct the tw reciprocal lines from two pairs of corresponding points of the systems.
Chapter III. treats of systems whose several pairs of corresponds points connect through a single common line, which have therefore ai infinite number of double planes passing through that line; shows tha their several chords of connexion, besides intersecting the line, all toucl a second quadric having double contact with the original, both at its tw > points of intersection with the line, and also at its two points of intersec tion with the reciprocal line; proves a property of the cone envelope) either surface from any vertex taken arbitrarily on either line, shows th relation between either system and the perspective of the other to an point on either line ; and shows how to construct the two reciprocal line from two pairs of corresponding points of the systems.
Chapter IY. treats of systems having two of their four double plane non-tangential to the quadric on which they lie ; shows that the c or connecting their several pairs of corresponding points touch two cones en veloping the quadric along two planes colinear with and harmonically coi jugate to each other with respect to the two non-tangential doub e p anes proves that those touching along a plane section of either cone generate skew quadric; shows that the two homographic systems determined by t two correspondents in the two systems of a variable point on the quad are of the class considered in the preceding chapter having an infi, number of double planes passing through the line of in te n tio n of > two non-tangential double planes of the original systems; and shows lation between either system and the perspective of the other to any >int on that line of intersection. Chapter V. treats of systems having their four double planes all tanmtial to the quadric on which they lie, shows that the chords connecting eir several pairs of corresponding points touch two other quadrics having aadruple contact with the original at the four double points of the systems, id gives various constructions for the determination of the four double lints when the law connecting the several pairs of corresponding points f the systems is given or known.
Chapter VI. gives various criteria for determining in certain cases to hich of the preceding classes two homographic systems belong, where, as i the problem whose solution forms the principal object of the memoir, tie law connecting the same pairs of corresponding points of the systems $ given or known.
Chapter VII. contains numerous theorems, several of much interest and riginality, respecting open and closed polygons inscribed in undevelopable uadrics, whose sides pass in the same order of sequence through a common, vstem of points in space, all deduced from the principles established in he preceding chapters, and several having direct reference to the mterestng problem to be considered in the next and closing chapter.
Chapter V III.-Given an undevelopable quadric and n fixed points in o find the space ; first extremities of inscribable closed rc'gons, or the locus if the first extremities when the inscription of the closed n gons is porisclosed a'gons will pierce the quadric in points which
Mr. M. Gardiner on Undevelopable
[May 14 ties of inscribable closed 2w'gons (real or imaginary according as the quadrit S is ruled or convex). (4) If one of the three chosen points be the first extremity of an opet 2/i'gon (no matter as to the other two points) the problem is non-porismatic and we can find the first extremities of the closed w'gons by either of tht four following methods :-First method.-Continue the 2w'gon until a 4w'gon be formed, and drav the plane P which contains the extremities of this 4w'gon and the point 0 junction of the two open 2w'gons composing it. Assume another point it the surface, not in the trace of the plane P, and, making it a first extremity inscribe another 4w'gon; and through the extremities of this 4w'gon ami the point of junction of the two open 2w'gons composing it draw a plane Q Then with the line x x of intersection of the planes quadric in the only points (real or imaginary as may be) which are firs extremities of closed w'gons; and the line ii reciprocal to will pierct the quadrie in points (real or imaginary as may be) which are first extre mities of closed 2w'gons. xx through the two points of puncture pierce the quadric points (real or imaginary as may be) which are the first extremities of the only inscribable closed w'gons; and the line ii, which is reciprocal to will pierce in first extremities of closed 2w'gons. N.B. When S is a hyperboloid of one sheet, and that the first extremi ties of the closed w'gons are real, then the first extremities of the closed 2w'gons are also r e a l; and it is evident there are two pairs o which are corresponding interchangeable lines in the homographic figures in which the extremities of the inscribable w'gons are pairs of corresponding points. It is moreover evident that when all the corresponding points of such figures are not interchangeable, these are the only pairs of inter changeable generators; and we must not assume the first extremities of the 4w'gons or 3w'gons in these lines.
Third m e t h o d . -Let o1# o2, o3, . . . on be the w fixed points through which the sides must pass in order.
Assume the constant homological ratio -1 for homological systems, an making vertex and its polar plane axis, find the point a, homological to the centre a 0 of the quadric; assume as vertex and its polar plane as axis, and find the point a 2 homological to a t ; and proceed thus directly in order through the n points until arrived at the point a.n. Assume vertex and its polar plane as axis, and find the point a_, homological to th centre a0 of the quadric; assume on-i as vertex and its polar plane as axis, and find the point a _ 2 homological to a _ i ; and proceed thus in reverse order through the rest of the n given points until arrived at the point a_" (the points a*, a _ w will be distinct). Draw the diametral plane A0 which bisects the chords parallel to the line atla.-n (it will also bisect ) » assume any two points in the trace of this plane as first extremities, and inscribe two ra'gons in the quadric ; through the point an and the final extremities of these n'gons draw the plane An ; find the line of intersection H of the planes A0, A", and its reciprocal sex. Then will x x always pierce in the two points (real or imaginary as may be) which are the first extremi ties of the only inscribable closed w'gons ; and the line ii will pierce in first extremities of closed 2n'gons.
Fourth method. -Find the points any point aQ in the surface as first extremity, and inscribe a n'gon whose last extremity we may represent by an ; draw the plane Dx which contains the line a_" a 0 and the point a0; draw the plane D2 which contains the ana0 and the point an \ in the lines a0a_", a 0a" find the points such that
a0 Di • Da and in the same lines find the points hx, h2 such that
Put 2,, So to represent the homographic figures in which the first and final extremities of inscribable w'gons are corresponding points.^ Regard ma and h2 as points in 2,, and find their correspondents h3 in ; draw the planes mxm2m3, h fi2h3, and find their line of intersection ciprocal ii. Then will the line xx pierce the quadric in the onlj points (real or imaginary as may be) which are first extremities of inscribable e ii will pierce in first extremities of closed 2w'gons.
. Moreover the planes mxm2m3, h f 2h3 are the only figures 2., 2,, which are non-tangential to the quadric. N.B. When the points a_", x n are coincident, the inscription of the closed n'gons is partially porismatic, and one of the two points which divide a_" a , and the diameter coincident with it harmonically is the point of con currence of the closing chords of all inscribable open rc'gons, and the polar plane of which passes through the other, &c.
When the centre of the quadric is a double point, then according as a the closing chords are parallels or pass through the centre, so will the locus of the first extremities of the closed w'gons be the trace of a diametral plane or of a plane at infinity.
When the number n o f given points even. ts av bv c, on the surface, no two of which aie on
the same generator; and, making them first extremities, proceed to inscribe 2n'gons.
(1 ) If these assumed points be found to be first extremities of closed w'gons, the problem is fully porismatic, and every point in the surface will be the first extremity of an inscribable closed n'gon.
(2) If two of the points be found to be first extremities of closed n'gons and the other not, then the line x x through ii reciprocal to xx, pierce the quadric in four points (the punctures made by ii being real or imaginary as may be) which constitute the first extremi ties of all the inscribable closed n'gons.
(3) If one of the points be the first extremity of a closed n'gon, and an other of them be first extremity of a closed 2n'gon. Draw the closing chord of the two open n'gons composing the closed 2n'gon to pierce the tangentplane at the first extremity of the closed n'gon in the point ; in the clo sing chord find the point p which is conjugate to through p and the first extremity of the closed n'gon draw the line find the line ii reciprocal to xx. Then will the lines xx and quadric in the four points which constitute the first extremities of all the inscribable closed n'gons.
(4) I f two of the assumed points be found to be first extremities of closed 2n'gons, we may find the first extremities of the inscribable closed n'gons by either of the four following methods:-First method.-Draw the two closing chords of the open n'gons compo sing the 2n'gons; and, if these chords intersect in a point p, draw the line xx which is polar of p in respect to the trace of the plane of the two chords; find the line ii reciprocal to xx. Then will xx and ii pierce th the first extremities of the closed n'gons. But it the chords do not inter sect, draw tangent-planes at their extremities ; find the two pairs of points (one pair in each chord) which divide these closing chords and the seg ments intercepted by the tangent-planes harmonically; draw the line xx through the two of these points which divide the chords internally; draw the line ii through the two points which divide the chords ex Then will xx and ii be reciprocal lines piercing the quadric in fo which are first extremities of the inscribable closed n'gons. Second method.-Find axa% , the rc'gons. If any two of these intersect, proceed as in the last method ; but if not, proceed as follows
In the chord , find the point m which cor responds to infinity (on the same line) in one of the homographic figures in which the extremities of all inscribable n'gons are corresponding in terchangeable points ; in the same chord find the two points an such that m x= m i-V max. m a 2; th the two non-planar chords 6 A , c1<?2; through i draw the line which cuts the same two non-planar chords 6 A , c\cx Then will xx an e reel procal lines piercing the quadric in the four points which are t le is ex re mities of closed n'gons. [ix, /32 in which bxb2 pierces the planes axa2cv axa2c2; fi points hx, h2 which divide the segments a.}a2 harmonically; find the points kx,k2 which divide the segments bxb2, harmonically; through the two points hv hx , cutting axa2, bxb2 internally, draw the line the two points h2, k2, cutting axa2, bxb2 externally will xx and ii be reciprocal lines piercing the quadric m the four points which are first extremities of closed w'gons.
Fourth method.-Put 2, and 2" to represent the homographic figure which the first and final extremities of all inscribable w'gons are correspond ing points ; find the point oq which corresponds in either of the figures 2, 2, to the centre a 0 of the quadric regarded as belonging to the other figure ; find the diameter dxd2 which contains the points a 0,^ oq , fin t e points p, q which divide the segments dxd2 and a0a 1 harmonically; draw the plane P which is polar to the point p which lies outside the quadric ; find e point a which is final extremity of a w'gon whose first extremity is in the trace of the plane P ; draw xx the diameter of the trace of P which bisects «,« (the point a2 will be in the trace of P) ; find the line reciprocal to Then will «* and « pierce in first extremities of the four inscribable closed w'gons. But if the centre a0 of the quadric be a double point of the figures 2" 2", proceed as follows Inscribe any n'gon in the qnadnc, and d L the diameter which bisects its closing chord. Then will the dia meter xx and its reciprocal at infinity pierce the quadric in the four pom s which are first extremities of closed n'gons.
(5) When we can inscribe an open 2n'gon the problem is always nonporismatic, and we can tind the lines xx, ii which pierce the quadric in rs extremities of the four closed n'gons by either of the four following method.-Put 2, and S" to represent the homographic figures in which the first and final extremities of all inscribable n gons are corresp -ing points. In the figures S, and S" find the points o and o which the correspondents of the centre o of the quadric regarded as t he figures 2, and 2"; draw the diameter ror which bisects line r.o r.in 2, which corresponds to ror in 2 " ; bind the me r r p to rA 'through the centre . draw the diametral plane K which W e ts all chords parallel to ror ; find the points Pl. p in which the reciprocal lines V "
r'r' pierce the plane K ; draw any plane P parallel to K, and through the points pv p in which it cuts rxrx and r'r' draw li rr to pierce the plane K in points < px, ; th ' Section of Ratio ' of Apollonius) the two lines oi{i' so that
through x x and x' draw lines parallel to rr to cut rl>\ and in po and x ; through ix and i 'draw lines parallel to rr to c and i. Then will the lines xx and ii be reciprocals piercing the quadric in the four points which are first extremities of the inscribable closed ra'gons.
Second method.-In the closing chord cxc2 of any inscribed open w'gon assume any point j?, and for the moment regard it as ra-f-lth point of a series having the n fixed points as first n points; choose four points bv eL, f x in the surface so that no two of the five cv e on one ge nerator; find the final points b2, d2, e2, / 2 sides pass in order through the 1 points, and which have dv as first extremities. Then (representing tangent-planes at points by capital letters of like names, and subscript numbers as the small ones representing the points of contact) in the chord dxd2 fin dxd3_<?1B1 ; c1B1 _ p 2ds gA in the chord exe2 find the point gig3 _ gA . ciBx _ e2e3 g,Ba ' ' in the chord f x f 2 find the point / 8 such that fifs _ / i Bi . £iBj
(the points d3, e3, f 3 must be so determined as that a real tangent-plane can pass through either of them) ; draw the plane d3e3f 3 and it will touch the quadric in a point ax; draw the line cxa and conjugate to p. Now if we regard the n given fixed points and the point q as the n +1 points of a series, every point in the surface will be the extremity of a closed 2 (n+ l) 'gon. Find (by last case) lines yy, sz which pierce the quadric in first extremities of closed (n+ l) 'gons whose sides pass in order through these n+ 1 points ; find the line p'q reciprocal to p q ; draw the lines xx, ii, each of which cuts the four non-planar lines yy zz, pq, p ' q • Then will and piercing in four points which are the first extremities of the inscribable closed ra'gons. , Third method.-On the closing chord of any inscribed open gon assume any point p, and regard it for the moment as the n+ 1th point of a series to which the n fixed points belong. Assume three points bx, dx, ex in the surface so that no two of the points bx, dx, ex are on one generator, and find the final extremities b2,d2, e2 of inscrib as first extremities ; draw the tangent-plane C, at the point cx, put I)j, 2» E Ea to represent the four planes dj)jsv d3bacv ejjp^ e2b.2c1 respectively ; through the line of intersection of the planes D,, Da draw the plane P the distances of any point in which from Dx and Da have to each other the ratio of to ; through the line of intersection of the planes E E2 draw the plane Q which is such that the ratio of the distances of any point in it from E, and Ea is the same as that of to ; find the line of intersection mm of the planes P, Q (this line mm will be a tangent to the quadric), and the point a1 in which it touches the qu cxax find the point q conjugate to p. Then if we points and the point qa s ra+1 points of a series, any point will be first extremity of a closed 2(»+l)*gon. Find, by the preceding case, the two reciprocal lines yy, z z which pierce t mities of closed (n + l ) 'gons whose sides pass in order through these ra + 1 points ; find the line p'q reciprocal to pq ; draw the lines and each of which cuts the four non-planar lines yy, zz, pq, p'q'. Then will x x and ii be reciprocals piercing in first extremities of the four inscribable closed ra'gons.
. . Fourth method-The following method is applicable in all cases in w n is even. Omit temporarily the nth. point on of the given n points, and fmd the line U which pierces the quadric in the two first extremities of in scribable closed (n-l) 'gons whose sides pass in order through the -1 points ; find the point q in the line U which is conjugate to the omitted rath point on. Then if we regard the ra-1 given points and the point q as forming the ra points of a new series, any point in the surface will be the first extremity of a closed 2ra'gon. Find the two reciprocal lines yy, zz which pierce the quadric in first extremities of closed n'gons whose sides pass in order through the new series of n points; find the line p q reci procal to onq ; draw the lines xx, i i each of which cut lines yy, zz, onq, p'q'. Then will the lines xx and ii be reciprocals piercing the quadric in first extremities of the four inscribable closed n'gons whose sides pass in order through the n given points. But if the inscription of the closed ( n -l ) 'gons be partially porismatic, and p the point of concur rence of the closing chords of the inscribable open ( n -1 ) gons, then will the line xx through on and p, and the line reciprocal to ** pierce the quadric in the first extremities of the inscribable closed n'gons. N.B. And if on be in such case coincident with p, then the problem is fully porismatic, and every point in the surface is the first extremity of a N.B. We mav also observe that when the inscription of the closed (ra -lYgons is non-porismatic, and that the point on is situated m the line U, then, by conceiving q coincident with o"the lines yy, zz will be identica with xx and ii. , . , . I may observe that the general problem can be completely solved by On Undevelopable Uniquadric Homographics.
[May 14, " methods of reduction," amongst which the following is perhaps the most obvious and simple :-Let S be the quadric, and o, o2, o3, o4, . . . on the n given points. Put for the line through o1 and o2. Instead of o2 and o4 we can substitute the point p 2 in which the line xx is cut by the plane o3o4o5, and another poin p x determinable in the same line xx. Then instead of the four planar points p 2, o3, o4, os we can (see theorem 38) substitute two other points p4 in the same plane ; and therefore instead of the series of n points, we can sub stitute the series of n-2 p o in ts^, p3, oe, o7, . . . on and the inscribable (n-2)'gons, closed and open as may be, whose sides pass in order through these points will have extremities identical with the extremities of inscri bable w'gons. And thus step by step we can reduce the number of sides, until at length we find three points or four points, according as n is odd or even, such that the extremities of all inscribed 3'gons or 4'gonswhose sides pass in order through such points are identical with extremities of inscri bable rc'gons whose sides pass through the original n points ; and therefore to solve the problem all we have to do is to inscribe the closed 3'gons or closed 4'gons as may be.
And in respect to this method we may observe,-(1) If any four consecutive points of any of the series be colinear and such as to render the inscription of closed 4'gons real, we may omit such points altogether from the series.
(2) When n is odd, and that we reduce the problem to the inscription of closed 3'gons whose sides pass through three known points, then should such points be colinear or form a conjugate triad, the problem will be par tially porismatic.
(3) In the case in which n is odd, it is easy to perceive how the pro blem can be reduced to the drawing of a line through a known point to cut two reciprocal lines (which point will be on one of the lines when the pro blem is partially porismatic). And when n is even, it is easy to see how the problem can be reduced to the drawing of the two lines which cut two pair of (determinable) reciprocal lines.
(4) The following method of finding the line in the plane of four points which pierces in first extremities of closed 4'gons is obvious : Let ov o2, o3, o4 be the four planar points.
. r Find p the point of intersection of the lines oxo2, o304; in the line 0,0, find the point m such that oxo2, mp, and the pair of (real or imaginary) points in which o4o2 pierces the quadric, will form an involution; m the line o 0 find the point n such that the pairs of points o3o4, pn, and the points in which o3o4 pieces the quadric, form an involution. Then will the line mn pierce in first extremities of closed 4'goes.
